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Abstract 

 

In Present scenario Internal Combustion Engines [ICE] is overcome by Electric Vehicles [EV] due to 

advantages like reduction in carbon-di-oxide [CO2] emission, cost. Advancement in electric vehicles are 

extensively going on and one such concept is Battery management system [BMS]in Battery Electric 

vehicle. In Battery Electric Vehicle there are many types of batteries and from the literature survey 

Lithium Ion Battery can be concluded to be suitable as it is advantageous in weight, cost, energy density 

and many aspects. The usage of Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries has increased significantly in recent years 

due to their long lifespan, high energy density, high power density, and environmental benefits. various 

internal and external faults can occur during the battery operation, leading to performance issues and 

potentially serious consequences, such as thermal runaway, fires, or explosion. In Battery electric vehicle 

Battery plays an important role. Battery may be overcharged or it may undergo faults. Hence a proper 

management system is required to control the Electric vehicle [EV] and it is called battery management 

system [BMS]. BMS has to be designed properly and major aspects to be taken care are State of Charge, 

State of Health, Cell balancing, Thermal heat dissipation, Temperature, Pressure. 
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1. Introduction  

In present scenario Internal Combustion Engine 

have been overcome by Electric Vehicles.  To 

design an efficient electric vehicle many aspects, 

have to be considered. One such concept is Battery 

Management System. To design Battery 

Management System several concepts, have to be 

taken care like State of charge, State of Health, cell 

balancing method. The main function of the 

Battery Management System is to keep any single 

cell of the battery pack inside its safe operating 

area (SOA) by monitoring the following physical 

quantities: stack charge and discharge current, 

single cell voltage, and battery pack temperature. 

Based on these quantities, not only can the battery 

be operated safely, but also State of charge (SOC) 

and state of health (SOH) can be computed. For an 

effective battery management system, State of 

charge and Health plays an important role. State of 

charge has to be determined properly. If it is not 

determined and if the battery is overcharged then 

life of battery may reduce. Hence to determine 

state of charge algorithms have been developed 

Among the algorithms enhanced coulomb counting 

and Kalman filter are found out to be suitable 

depending on the type of system. 

2. Description of state of charge, state of health: 

In Present scenario Internal Combustion Engines 

[ICE] is overcome by Electric Vehicles [EV] due 

to advantages like reduction in carbon-di-oxide 

[CO2] emission, cost. Advancement in
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electric vehicles are extensively going on and one 

such concept is Battery management system 

[BMS]in Battery Electric vehicle. In Battery 

Electric Vehicle there are many types of batteries 

and from the literature survey Lithium Ion Battery 

can be concluded to be suitable as it is 

advantageous in weight, cost, energy density and 

many aspects. The usage of Lithium-ion (Li-ion) 

batteries has increased significantly in recent years 

due to their long lifespan, high energy density, 

high power density, and environmental benefits. 

various internal and external faults can occur 

during the battery operation, leading to 

performance issues and potentially serious 

consequences, such as thermal runaway, fires, or 

explosion. In Battery electric vehicle Battery plays 

an important role. Battery may be overcharged or 

it may undergo faults. Hence a proper management 

system is required to control the Electric vehicle 

[EV] and it is called battery management system 

[BMS]. BMS has to be designed properly and 

major aspects to be taken care are State of Charge, 

State of Health, Cell balancing, Thermal heat 

dissipation, Temperature, Pressure. State of charge 

and health has to be given to the user for proper 

functioning of Electric Vehicle. In Electric Vehicle 

fuel cost and maintenance cost is reduced. Hence it 

proves to be more advantageous. Electric vehicle 

is advantageous as it reduces CO2 emission 

compared to internal combustion engine.  

3. Methodology 

The book-keeping methods also known as 

Coulomb-counting consist of a temporal 

integrating of the battery current during charge and 

discharge. The accuracy of book-keeping methods 

is strongly dependent on the precision of current 

sensors. These non-model-based methods may 

accumulate errors caused by measurements, 

possible embedded noise and an inaccurate initial 

SOC. Coulomb-counting based algorithm are often 

used as a core technology for battery SOC 

estimation in BMS. They express the SOC as the 

ratio of available capacity to the nominal one. The 

remaining capacity in a battery can be calculated 

by measuring the current flow rate 

(charging/discharging) and integrating it over the 

time interval  . Coulomb-counting is only based 

on direct measurement, so it is not hard to 

implement and gives enough precision of the SOC 

estimation in multimedia applications. 

It has always been a big concern to estimate the 
SOC for energy storage devices. The estimation 
accuracy of SOC does not only give information 
about the remaining useful capacity, but also 
indicates the charge and discharge strategies, which 
have a significant impact on the battery. Thus, a Li-
ion battery may have different capacities due to 
aging, ambient temperature and self-discharge 
effects. Several methods for estimating SOC have 
been introduced in the literature. These non-model-
based methods may accumulate errors caused by 
measurements, possible embedded noise and an 
inaccurate initial SOC. 

 

Conclusion: 

Electric vehicles are trending nowadays compared 

to internal combustion engine because of its 

advantages and less limitations. Global warming is 

effective with electric vehicles because of no 

emissions of gases. Limitations are the installed 

charging stations are not able to meet the 

increasing charging demand of Electric Vehicles. 

So if that is overcome then effectively electric cars 

can be into effect.  
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